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implied by Xpdvp iuarEpov is unfortunately in of this kind often designate a time lapse of a y not: in one instance Xpdvot garEpov allows u plain fact is that Aristides' narrative provides proconsulate, -apart from yielding a terminu year 146/147 cannot be assigned to Albus, sin already securely lodged there.6 Hiittl, therefo next space, 147/148, as Maximus' successor; an established, Degrassi proposed a consulate in c his Aelius Aristides and the Sacred Tales, pre quakes are otherwise known for either of thos For some time Albus' proconsulate has been An inscription from Ephesus records the dedi that affluent and important Ephesian, Vediu Asiarch of the same name. Before an otherwise unattested series of Asian earthquakes, frequent and destructive over a wide area, be enshrined in modern reconstructions of Antonine history, it will be fruitful to consider the datable earthquakes that actually are attested for this period. They are three in number, two of which can be rejected at once in a consideration of Albus: the earthquake of 142 is too early, and the earthquake of 178 is too late.13 What is left is a series of earthquakes that can be ascribed to early 161, and these merit special attention. Very soon after becoming emperor, Marcus Aurelius delivered an address on a dreadful earthquake at Cyzicus, and in his correspondence Fronto twice mentions the Cyzicena oratio.14 The calamities at Cyzicus are undoubtedly due to the earthquakes which Dio Cassius describes with particular reference to the destruction of a great temple at Cyzicus.x5 The report of Dio survives in both Zonaras and Xiphilinus, and the identical origin of the two passages is made certain by their common account of the trouble at Cyzicus. Now Zonaras presents the material on the earthquake in a group of events which belong partly to Pius' reign and partly to Marcus'; Xiphilinus, on the other hand, ascribes the same material on the Albus' proconsulate have through carelessness year of tribunician power (which appears for ascribed to Pius. They have thus dated the imp the fifteenth year of Pius' tribunician power nowhere in the ancient texts, but it has been ancient testimony.19 The item has to go.
In the face of arguments for a date in the late 140's for Albus in it would be rash to express a conviction that Albus belongs in 161 because the only available attested earthquakes fall early in that ye were -like those under Albus -frequent. But there is happil more evidence which calls for exploitation. Two inscriptions affect the present problem appeared in a single volume, dated 19 but just because they were in the same volume (and publishe different scholars) their mutual relevance was not noted. Both t come from Ephesus.
One text is a rescript on port duties by L. Antonius Albus himse proconsul; the rescript is dated by the secretaryship of Ti. Claud Polydeuces Marcellus, called an Asiarch.21 This is an edifying det because an inscription from Magnesia on the Maeander, not far Ephesus, is dated by the secretaryship and high priesthood of Claudius Polydeuces Marcellus, also called an Asiarch; 22 the Mag inscription is dated additionally by the sixteenth tribunician pow Marcus, thus between December io, 161 and December 9, 162 parallel names and the duplication of the title Asiarch suggest that th one man. The secretarial posts are probably local in each case, rat than the KOLOdV magistracy,23 but the service of a leading citize smaller city like Magnesia in a larger one like Ephesus would not surprising.24 The Ephesus and Magnesia inscriptions cannot be d to exactly the same period, since Albus served as proconsul -at l part of the time -under Pius, and the Magnesia text is not earlier December io, 161. But the conjunction of the two texts suddenly m seductive the view that Albus was proconsul in the early sixties, ex when attested earthquakes occurred. This is the general period to w on present knowledge, Marcellus the Asiarch belongs.
It will not be forgotten that Albus was in office when Vedius Anto Vedius, son of the homonymous Asiarch; and i revelation that he was in charge of preparing receive Lucius Verus during his visit in 162 on War. This text establishes instantly, therefore was no less active in the early i6o's than in nothing remains to obstruct the relocation o Antonius Albus to the year i6o/i6i, encompas Pius and Marcus as well as the earthquakes which And much exists now to support such a reloca all -apart from Aristides' indeterminate Xpd any other date for the proconsulate of Albus.
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